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Access to justice in the civil jurisdiction of the District Court 

Does the cost and complexity of adherence to the requirements of the District Comt 

Rules 2014 (DCR) impede access to justice? 

Introduction 

[1] Justice K6s recently remarked "[t]he rule oflaw depends on two things: accessibility to

the institutions of justice and accountability of one citizen to another where rights have

been infringed. Unsustainable litigation cost impairs both, and thereby the rule oflaw." 1

The Chief Justice-designate Helen Winkelman, in a recent public statement, reinforced

the focus of her 2014 Ethel Benjamin address when she noted that "Access to justice is

the critical underpinning of the rule of law in our society ... Cost, delay and lack of

representation act as barriers to justice."

[2] The objective of the District Comts Rules CR 2014 is "to secure the just, speedy and

inexpensive determination of any proceeding or interlocutory application."2 This was

the objective of the preceding rules and is one of the key objectives of rules of civil

procedure in other paits of the Commonwealth. Do the Rules facilitate the attainment

of the objective? Or, does the cost of compliance with their requirements for pleadings,

discovery and lengthy written statements of witnesses, actually serve to impede access

to justice? This paper analyses what data there is available to answer that question but

the answer largely comes from experience of users of the civil jurisdiction across all

comts. Finally, this paper will offer some ideas to simplify procedure and to bring a

case before a judge with minimal expense and delay.

1 Hon Justice Stephen Kos "An address to the Legal Research Foundation Annual General Meeting" Auckland,

20 August 2018 
2 District Courts Rules 2014 r 1.3
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Background 

The 2009 reform of the District Courts Rules 

[3] The reforms of the District Courts Rules 2009 endeavoured to overcome impediments

to access to justice in the civil jurisdiction of the District Court. The philosophy behind

the 2009 rules was driven by two-key, related factors. The first was the staged process

directed towards a contested witness action was cumbersome, slow and expensive. The

second was that the focus of the existing rules on the defended witness action failed to

recognise the reality that only between one and tlu·ee per cent of some 15,000 civil

proceedings filed each year actually reach h·ial.

[ 4] The overriding objective of the 2009 Rules was settlement at an early stage. The full

scale witness action, with attendant expense and delay, was procedurally relegated to

the place of last resort. Less cumbersome and expensive forms of trial were introduced:

the short trial and the simplified trial. Summary judgment, one of the few procedural

advances in the last 100 years, was available but only by judicial direction following a

failed settlement conference.

[5] The interpretative canons of the 2009 Rules were attainment of the just, speedy and

inexpensive determination of proceedings. Explicit objectives included the equal

treatment of pa1ties, saving expense, recognition of the need for proportionality in

connection with the imp01tance and complexity of the case, the amount of money

involved and the financial position of the parties.

[6] A significant objective of the 2009 Rules was to make the process user friendly and

accessible to lay people. The 2009 Rules were driven by a perception that half of all

litigants were self-represented. They were intended to enhance access to justice both by

reducing the cost of getting a dispute to the point at which meaningful settlement

negotiations could occur and by making that process accessible to litigants. The form

of Notice of Claim and Response and the Information capsules were designed to attain

that objective.

[7] The perception that half of all litigants are self-represented was shown, following a

thorough analysis, to be a fallacy. The figures on which the perception was based
























































